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Brief Introduction 

Private Placement Program (PPP) basically involved the “trading or trade activities” of bank’s 
instruments such as BG, MTN etc, which are done restrictedly on a private level basis only without all of the restrictions that are present in the securities market. In Private Placement Program (PPP), the Trader has the capacity to arrange a “closed-circle” in which the Instruments Sources are granted and the Exit-Buyers are granted as well. The trade works on highly discounted BGs / MTNs and subsequently re-sold to the Exit-Buyers at a lower discount, and this creates a benefit (the difference between the two). If the process of buying and selling these bank instruments at large volumes are done at fast pace or high transactional frequency, then the cumulated difference can attain tremendous proportions, and this is what actually happens in real life. The traders must have full control of the funds. If they don’t have 
the control, then they cannot buy the instruments and sell them to others. Also, there are no arbitrage buy-sell transactions in this market because all players have a clear view of the instrument and its price. Then there is also something called a “closed, private market” where an inner circle exists and is made up of a restricted number of “master commitment holders”. These are basically Trusts with large amounts of money that agree (through contracts) to purchase a specified number of fresh-cut bank instruments at a set price during a set period of time. Their purpose is to sell these fresh-cut bank instruments ~ and in doing so ~ they contract sub-commitment holders who in turn, contract with exit-buyers whom they can find. Because all of these programs all based on arbitrage buy-sell transactions with pre-set prices, the traders do not have to be in control of the investor’s funds. However, in order for a program to start, there has to be enough money behind each buy-sell transaction. That is why the investors are needed and that money belongs to the investors. The involved Banks and commitment holders are not permitted to trade with their own money unless they have reserved enough funds on the market, and that money belongs to investors which is never used and never put at risk. Thus investors’ monies are safe, sound & secured. The trader only has to reserve the client’s funds without being in control of those funds, then he is participating in this private market known as Private Placement Program. 
General Information: We facilitate secured Private Placement Programs in direct cooperation with platform program managers and providers. Contracts are provided to high net worth clients. Your investments remains under your control guaranteed and safe guarded during the contract period. 
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If you want to place funds into a Private Placement Program (PPP) we can help you. Although you must be invited to join, these lucrative programs offer a safe and secure means of multiplying your wealth. Begin in a short time, typically just 72 hours after verification of received documents and due diligence process. This opportunity has the potential for wealth creation and life quality enhancement. You can soon be enjoying the benefit and profit from these yielding investments and by saying that we are not providing financial or securities advice of any type. Applicants are expected to be experienced investors who are familiar with how these investments are done. We DO NOT formally educate or provide any advice as to how one can incorporate this PPP strategy into your financial plan. 
The returns will be presented to you by the Trader/Private Manager at first meeting. The meeting can be a conference call or face-to-face meeting. Normally, this will occur after the due diligence process is complete. It is worth nothing for the sceptical: Your money is never transferred to another account; new account could be open at client request if the Investors do not have an account with Swift obligations. Funds/Assets are just blocked at your bank through a standard MT 760, AdministrativeHolder as agreed with the PPP trader if you are using the same bank as the trader otherwise your bank must have swift capability. Historical returns can be discussed directly with the Platform Trader.Face-to-face contract signing and could be Signed Emailed or faxback locked in PDF Format. PPP opportunity is available to legitimate investors meeting the basic criteria as listed. 
Two Types of Program  :   There are two (2) types of trade, the Small and the Big program.
*For Small program, the minimum is EUR/USD 1.5M and the maximum is EUR 20M 
*For Big program the minimum is EUR/USD 50M and the maximum is EUR/USD 500M 

Duration: The Small program duration is 3 months for each session (session can be repeated) The Big program duration is 40 weeks, 12 months and on a 2 to 5 years contract 
Profit Taking & Sharing: As long as the investor can produce good collateral such as BG, MTN etc, then upon acceptance, he can participate. As a reward of providing the collateral required, usually the investor will get certain % of the trade proceeds. In any other economic activity if calculated on the capital being used, it is quite impossible to attain this percentage (%) level of benefit. Of course all this is granted by a Trading Agreement lodged by the respective parties’ bank. 
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For the Small program: Investor or client is entitled to a Historical returns of minimum X0% per month of the Net Proceeds (obtained after deducting payments of all banking, trading, execution, clearing, settlement and exchange charges, costs and fees (exception taxes), being no less than the Gross Targeted 1% minimum guaranteed profits, derived from each successful and full closing of transaction (Buying, Settlement & Reselling). The Net Profits will be deposited on the sub-account of client and paid on weekly Basis, each Friday, as per normal standard procedures and practice, as long as this is a day open for Business, if not, it will be on the next business day, in Switzerland. 
For the Big program: Investor or client is entitled to a Historical returns of minimum X0% per month of the Net Proceeds (obtained after deducting payments of all banking, trading, execution, clearing, settlement and exchange charges, costs and fees (exception taxes), being no less than the Gross Targeted 1% minimum guaranteed profits, derived from each successful and full closing of transaction (Buying, Settlement & Reselling). The Net Profits will be deposited on the sub-account of client and paid on weekly Basis, each Friday, as per normal standard procedures and practice, as long as this is a day open for Business, if not, it will be on the next business day, in Switzerland. Requirement to enter trade: 

This service is provided to Owner of funds – Cash (Block Fund), Principal of Cash Backed Bank Instruments – BG, SBLC, MTN, CD, BOND, TN, PN, or Assets Backed CMO, SKR and Leased Bank Instruments’ (PPP for leased instruments is based on availability). You can enter the trade with CASH placement or Bank Instrument Placement. The Bank Instruments must be CASH BACKED and must be verified as an asset that can be used in trade. For all bank instruments on Euro Clear & DTCC, the investor need to do swift MT542 to the trader and for bank instruments that are held in banks, the investor has to do swift MT760 to the lender’s bank for asset verifications etc, the MT760 must be according to the trader’s verbiage. (We will be glad to provide the MT760 Verbiage when needed). Administrative Holds are for clients using the same bank as the trader.
Documents that are required to be presented by the investor for compliance due diligences are as follows: (1). COMPLIANCE PACKAGE (We will send to you the document upon your request/LOI)(2). FPA – NCND (We will send to you after you return the furnished compliance package)(3). Scan Passport Copy (must be in color) (To be Submitted along with compliance package) (4). Screenshot, SKR or Scan copy of Bank Instrument - Back and Front (Get it from your bank) (5). Copy of The assignment letter or JVA with the BG original owner (For Leased Instruments) All the above mentioned documents are required if the investor/client wishes to enter the program. Program Flow: 
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1ST STAGE Client Information Sheet (CIS). A client must first submit the CIS with a scan copy of the bank instrument for investors using Bank Instruments or Proof of Fund for Investors using Cash, to even be considered for the opportunity. The CIS helps the platform screen out those who may have fraudulent assets or clients with criminal background as neither of these will be cases, will result in a successful trade. Furthermore, the Instruments (Cash Backed) or asset back (liquid cash, medium term note (MTN), bank guarantee (BG), precious gems, metal isotopes (SKR) or CMO must be verified as an asset that can be used in trade. 
2ND STAGE Compliance Process: After CIS is send, a compliance process is undertaken where the platform conducts due diligence to ensure the validity and character of the client in depth. Client with over $100M in assets are usually well known to the private placement program and private placement traders. 
3RD STAGE Contract: After Due Diligence is performed by the trading platform, a contract is issued. Generally this is where arrogant clients stop as many believe they are above the trader and can negotiate terms. Furthermore, some clients will turn to their attorneys for advice which is futile as most lawyers do not understand the industry and have not been exposed to a real platform. 
4TH STAGE Official signing of contract: If contract terms are agreed upon, both the private placement trader and high net worth client sign the agreement, hence “closing the deal.” At this point a client must follow through with the transaction without hesitation or he/she risks never being allowed in the private placement program trade again. The client will be labeled as a “non- performer” and may at this point become blacklisted. 

5TH STAGE Banking stage: Next, the client contacts the bank to initiate the private placement transaction, which includes blocking the funds/assets or conditionally assigning or transferring funds in favor of the trader. Banks hesitate to do this as they lose the asset on their balance sheet and losethe power to leverage the funds 25x to loan out to others, thereby decreasing the bank’s potential income. The client must hold steady as a reminder to the bank that it is his/her money. Using a top banking center with a large amount of assets helps mitigate this obstacle as 100M up to $1B may not hurt a larger bank as much as it would a smaller one and that is why we prefer to work with world top 50 banks. 
6TH STAGE (72 HRS) Line of credit established. The client’s funds or Bank Instrument will be used to draw a line of credit (LOC) for trade. This may or may not require moving funds into the trader’s bank of choice. 
7TH STAGE (IMMEDIATE) 
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Trader obtains banking instrument for trade. After acquiring the LOC, the trader will then identify his exit buyers before purchasing the banking instrument (medium term note, bank guarantee, or other) to trade. The high net worth individual will then receive profits on a scheduled basis for usually a period of 40 weeks, although different payment terms may be made. Funding (Daily / Weekly / Monthly):*Funding Profits: (Minimum of historical returns x0% Per Month for Big PPP and Min historical returns of double digit x0% net for small PPP)*Pay Order On Weekly Basis (40 Weeks for Big PPP or 3 months for Small PPP) Other points To Note: 
*The transaction NEVER requires any upfront fees. Moreover, after a successful trading period ends, the client may wish to re-enter the trade depending on the status of projects. *Experience and relationships are keys in this area, so if one is not familiar with the transaction steps above, it is highly recommended to consult someone who has dealt with a private placement trader or facilitator. *Most PPP out there would promise you 100% - 500% profit per/week of which they can never deliver their promises, there are also lots of scammers and criminals out there preying on inexperience clients/investors, so please be careful in your quest as this is a complicated operation. *As for us, we will make things easy for you and you will be communicating directly with the trader and his Compliance Director not through brokers and facilitators wasting your time with endless demands. *One thing you should note is that this platform will not promise you 500% net per/week, but we can deliver on historical returns of double digit x0% net per month for Big PPP and for Small PPP as well, on a more secured and safe platform which is what every genuine and sincere client seeks not empty promises that will do no good but total waste of time and resources. 


